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ASSOCIATED SEMIGROUPS BETWEEN TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 

By Sung Kag Chang 

<Þ. Introduction 

A few authors [3] , [7] have defined several types of semigroup structures on 

topological spaces and studied the relations between semigroups and corresponding 
spaCes. 

In this paper, we start by defining another semigroup structure between 

two spaces, and call it an associated. semigroup between two corresponding 

spaces. 

Our purpose of this paper is to study the relations between associated 

semigroups and corresponding spaces. 

1. PreIiminaries 

Throughout, X , X' , Y and Y' will denote all T1-spaces. 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let X and Y be spaces. A map f from a subspace of X onto 

a- subspace of Y is called a c-map between X and Y if it satisfies the following 

‘conditions; 

(1) the domain of f is closed in X. 

(2) the range of f is closed in Y. 
(3) f is continuous aI}d- 신하하. 

DEFINITI0진“1.2. Let X and Y be spaces. For a given c-map p from Y into 

~， the multiplication f육g of two c-maps f and g between X and Y is defined 

as the composition fopog. 

Then the set S(X, Y;P) of a l1 c-maps between X and Y with the multiplication 

* 1S a sem1group. 

Hereafter, we call this semigroup S(X,Y;p) as an associated semigroμ:p betzveen 

X and Y. 

Conventionally, we haγe the following notations. 

NOTATION 1. 3. Let S(X,Y;p) be an associated semigroup between X and Y. 

For an element fiεS(X， Y;p) ， 

(1) Dom (f) denotes the domain of f , 
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(2) Ran (j) denotes the range of f. 
(3) 0 denotes the empty map. 

(4) Ay denotes f if Dom (f )=A and Ran ([)= {y}‘· 
In particular xy if Dom (f)= {x} and Ran (!)= {y}'.. 

(5) if A is a subspace of X. flA denotes the restriction off to AnDom (f)2. 

2. Homomorphisms between associated semigroups. 

LEMMA 2. 1. Let 1Jf be any homomorphism from an associated semigro째 S(X. 

Y; p) z'nto an associated semigroup S(X’, Y'; P') ψhich maps all constants in S(X. 

Y; p) z'nto all constants t'n S(X’.Y’ ; p'). Then for any constants Ay and B, iκ 

S(X. Y; p), 
Ran [W"(A,)] =Ran [1Jf(B,}J. 

PROOF. It is sufficient to show that for any constant A, in S(X. Y; P). Ran l 

[ψ(Ay)] = Ran [7[l"(X,)]. Since 7[l" maps aII constants in S(X. Y;P) into all constants:; 

in S(X'.Y';P'). there exist constants W ,. and A’v(낯0) im S(X’ .Y’ ;p’) such that 

향(X，) =Wu and 1Jf(Ay)=지. Since X ,*Ay=Ay. A’p=mAy)=￠(Xy휴Ay) = 7[l"(X，)융-

7[l"(A，) =W’‘용A’v' Thus A’v=W감A/11#0. 

Therefnre μ=v. i. e. Ran [ψ(Xy)] =Ran [7[l"(A,)]. 

LEMMA 2. 2. Let 1Jf be any homoηtorphism from S(X. Y; φ) t'nto S(X', Y'; P’), 

which maþs all constants z'n S(X. Y;Þ) into a!l constants in S(X', Y' ;þ'). 

Then for any constants f and g in S(X. Y; P) , 
Dom [ψ(f)] =Dom[1Jf(g)] ψ. Dom (f) = Dom(g). 

PROOF. Suppose Dom(f) =Dom(g)=A and I<an(f)=;'’l' Ran(g)=Y2' TheTh' 

there exists constants A'l .. , and A' ? .. ' in S(X', Y' ;þ')such that l'‘ ιi)I. 

(A .. )=A'l., ’ and (A“ )=A'ι 
Jl .... Yl .Y 2 ‘<!" 

-

Since X~ ￥A =A” =X 용A , by Lemma 2.1, 
" " y, " 

1Jf(X" 용Ay)=Wy，，*A'ly，， =A'ly，' and 

ψ(Xy용Ay)=W"쩌2y，' = A' 1YI" 

Thus A' 1 = A' 2 i. e. Dom [1Jf (Ay)] = Dom [7[l" (Ay)] 

THEOREM 2. 3. Let 1Jf be a homoηzorþhism from an associated semigroμ:P S(X. 

Y; p) z'nto an associated semigrozφ S(X'. Y'; þ') whz'ch maþs all constants z'n S。

(X.Y;φ) onto all constants 쩌 S(X’. Y'; þ'). Then there exist a contz"nuous and ’ 

closed maþ h from Ran(p) onto Ran(p'). and a map k from Y onto Y' such that 
• 
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for any element fES(X , Y; P) , the follow z"ng d z"agram commμtes， 

Dom(/) (l Ran(p) f 
i Y」·

# - Ran(p) • 

1" k k 

Dom[ψ(/)] (l Ran(p’]
ψ(f) • y ‘ 

y 
- Ran(p’>

In thz"s case, h and k are unz"quely determz"ned by 1JI". 

PROOF. By Lemma 2.1, we can define a map k from Y into Y ’ as the 
foIlowing way, for each yεY， k(y)=y’ if for some constant AyεS(X， Y;p) , 
Ran[ψ(Ay)] =f. 

-1 Then we have the foIlows. For any yl and y2 in p -~(x) ， any given xERan 

(p) , p’ (k(Yl))=P’ (k(Y2))' 

Suppose k(~’1)=Yl' and k(Y2)=Y2’, ψ'(Yl')=X1’ and p’ (Y2')=X2'. 

Then there exist constants f and g in S(X/, r ; P? such that ￠(Xyl) =f, ￠ 
(xy)=g. By Lemma 2. 1. Ran(f)=yιand Ran(g)=Y2', and by Lemma 2.2, Dom 

(f) =Dom(g) say, A ’. 
Since x *x. ‘ =x and x %x =x‘ 

Yl .y2 Yl )'2)'1)'2 
A’ ，=￠(X %X )=ψ(x.J*1JI"(x.J =A' ’홉A' .. , and A ’ ,=A’ 2’*A' y," y ,' "y,' -- yi 

Thus x/=p’(y/) and x2'=P'(Y2') are in A'. Because 1JI" maps a lJ constants in 

S(X, Y; p) onto all constants in S(X', Y'; P') there exists a constant Ay, in 

S(X.Y; p) such. that ψ(AYl)=XI낭· 

Then AyfXyl#O i. e. p(Yl)=xεA. So AyfXy2=xYl. 
Therefore ψ(A“ %X )=ψ(A.， )*ψ(xu_) =X1 '.~_，*A'11 ,=A' .. ,. )1, "y,' - '--y,' "y,' "1 y,' -- Yi -- y, 
So x2'=P'(y2')=x1'. 

Thus we can define a map h from Ran(p) into Ran(p') as the fo lJowing way, 

for each xεRan(p)， h(x)=p’ (k(y)) for any yεp-1(x). 
Then hop=p'ok. 

By the similar way, we can obtain that for any fES(X ,Y;p) , k of= 1JI"(f)oh. 

Thus the given diagram commutes. 
Moreover the maps h and k are surjections. h maps Dom(f)nRanφ) onto 

Dom [1JI"(f)] n Ran(p') for any fES(X. Y; p) from the fact that ψ maps aH 
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‘constants in S{X, Y; p) onto alI constants in S(X’ , Y'; P’). 

Frøm theabove facts, we can easiIy see that h and k are uniquely determined 
lby. 1Jl'. 

FinalIy, to show that h is continuous; and cIosed. Suppose A' is any closed 

~subset of Ran(p'). Then there exists a constant f' in S(X' , Y ’ ; þ') such that 

)Dom(f')=A'. Since 1Jl' maps a lI constants in S(X, Y; p) onto aWconstants in 
:S(X',Y';P') , there exists an element f in S(X,Y;P) such that 1J!"(f)=f'. 

Since the given diagram commutes,. h-1(A')=Dom(f) nRan(P). Thus h is 

‘continuous. By the simiIar way, h is closed. This proves the theorem. 

From the above theorem, we have the folIowing corolIary. 

'COROLLARY 2.4. In the Theorem 2.3, for any I1εS(X， Y; p) , kIRan(f) is 

r:onNnuous and closed, And if ψ. z"s injectz"ve, then h and k are injectt"ve. 

In the next part, we consider the case that in an associated semigroup S(X, 

Y;p) , the map p is surjective, i.e. Ran(p)=X. We denote such an associated 

‘ semigroup by S엔X， Y;p). 

Then we can obtain the folIowing lemma. 

LEMMA 2.5. Let 1 be an element of S*(X, Y; P). Then f is a co~'tstant if and 

,only if f￥g앤=1 or 0 for any gεS륨(X， Y;P). 

Then we have the folIowing theorem. 

THEOREM 2. 6. A map ￥r Irom S*(X, Y;p) onto S육(X'， Y';p’) z"s an isomorpht"sm 

,21 and only if there exist a homeomorphism h from X onto X' and a bzjection k 

:Jrom Y onto Y' such tha! for any f'εS삭X， Y;p) , the lollowing dz"agram commutes; 

Dom(f) 
f .1'"' * x 

h k k 

’ Dom[ψ(I)J. 
에'r(f) 

• y ’ b’ 
I X ’ 

‘ and k maps Ran(f) homeomorPhically onto Ran [1J!"(f)]. 

PROOF. (Necessity) Let 1Jl' be an isomorphisrn from S한X， Y;p) onto S엔X'’ 

:y’ ;P'). By the Theorem 2.3, and CorolIary 2.4, it is sufficient to show that 
‘ψ maps a lI constants in S선X， Y; p) onto alI constants in S*(X' ,Y';P'). Suppose 

J is any constant in S엔X， Y;p) and g' is any element in S*(X' , Y' :P'). Then 
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there exists an element g in S*(X. Y;p) such that 
ψ(g)=g’. 

By Lemma 2.5. f*g한=f or O. Thus 1[I'(j싸g젠)=1[I'(f)*g’*ψ-(f) =￠(f) or 0. 
So. ψ'(f) is a constant. 

By the similar way. for any. constant f' in S센X'. Y'; P’). 1[1'-1((,) is a 
oconstant. 

(Sufficiency) Suppose h and k are two maps which satisfy the necessary 

,conditions. Then for any feS*(X, Y; P), the composition k。f。k--I is a c-map 

between X' and Y'. Thus we can define a map ￥r from S*(X. Y; p) into S* 

(X'. Y' ;P') by ψ(f)=kofoh- 1 for eachflεS*(X. Y;p). Then 1[1' is an isomorphism 
from S센X. Y;P) onto S엔X'. Y'; P'). This proves the theorem, 

REMARK. 1n the Theorem 2.6. the map k need not be a homeomorphism. 
Next we have an example. 

EXAMPLE. Let Y 1 be the set {I. 2. 3. 4} with the discrete topology. and Y
2 

the set {x는5Jx: naturaI numbers} with the cofinite topology. Assume Y is the 

topologicaI sum of Y 1 and Y 2 i. e. Y = Y 1 + Y 2' Let Y' be the set of alI natural 

numbers with the discrete topology. Assume X = X' is the set {O. 1. 2. 3. 4} with 
the discrete topology. Then X. Y and Y' are T Cspaces. Define a map p from 

y onto X and a map P' from Y' onto X by 
p(x)=P'(x)=x if 1드X드4. 

φ(x)=P'(x)=O if 5드x. 

Then p and p' are continuous and closed. Define a map h from X onto X as 

the identity map. and a map k from Y onto Y’ as aIso the identity map. For 

any flεS*(X.Y;P). k of oh-
1
=f is also a c-map between X' and Y ’. Thus we 

.can define an isomorphism ψ from S*(X. Y; p) onto S한X'.Y';p’) by 1[I'(f) = 

kofoh -1 for any flεS*(X. Y;P). But k is not a homeomorphism. 

COROLLARY 2.7, Assμme there exists an element fES*(X.Y;p) such that Ran 

(!)=Y. Then two associated semigroups S*(X. Y; p) and S육(X'. Y'; p') are 

isomorPhic if and only zf there exz"st tμ10 homeomorphisms h and k from X onto X' 

.and from Y onto Y ’ respectively such that hop=p'ok. 

Let p be a map from Y into X. II(p) denotes the set of all p -1(x) for 

.xERan(p). 

Then we have the following corolIary. 

COROLLARY 2.8. In S육(X. Y; p) and S용(X'， Y'; P’), assume II(p) and II(p’) 
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are nbd-finz'te famiUes, and there exists an element fES용(X， Y;P)sμch that Ran-. 

(f)=Y. Then two assoâated semigroχ:ps S*(X, Y; p) and S용(X' ， Y ’ ;p’ ) are 

z.somorPhiè zf a~d on!y zf there exists a bzjectz"onrþ from II(p) onto Il(p') suclt 

that p -\x) and Ø(P -l(X)) are homeomorPhic for each ρ-:-l(X)εII(P). 

PROOF. By the CoroIlary 2.7, together with [2] , we can easiIy prove the 

coroIlary. 
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